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The complex photographic works (combined 
photographs and photograms)and the series 
of factional manuscripts based on the history 
of the Islands that make up Codes of Survival 
project, eventuated from the opportunity to 
experience the New Zealand’s subantarctic Is-
lands through a project titled Art in the Sub-
antarctic. This was an unusual and innovative 
ground breaking project and the following is 
as an introduction as an explanation of this 
project.

During the early 1980s I read of a surrealist 
proposal in the 1930s for ‘an art expedition to 
Easter Island’, it fascinated me. For the surreal-
ists, like Breton, Eluard, Aragon, Tzara, Ernst, 
Lam, Matta, Penrose, Oceania and the exotic 
was of great interest, mysterious and intriguing. 
The Surrealist map of the world,  (From Vanetes, 
Brussels, June 1929), shows Easter Island in gi-
gantism, and resembling a teddy bear pointing 
towards Peru. Evidence of this surfaced in their 
journals and they engaged in the collecting of 
artifacts from this region. The primate mask 
was of particular interest, so it was not surpris-
ing that the ‘dream’ of an arts expedition to a 
remote, exotic location like Easter Island was 
appealing to this group of artists.

The seemingly extravagant and certainly ex-
otic idea of the expedition to Easter Island, was 
to involve the leading artist of surrealism as 
a probe from a familiar space and time into 
the unconscious space and time of this remote 
island. Apart from Henri Storck’s film, Easter Is-
land, 1935 which was part of an ethnographic 
expedition to the South Seas that explores sur-
realist use of documentary, the concept of the 
expedition was never to eventuate.
 
But the idea intrigued me! This dream of artists 
away on an expedition of discovery stayed with 
me, like an air bubble forming below the water 
and rising to the surface, the bubble kept float-
ing upward in my thoughts from time to time
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During 1984, I finished work on the Last Rivers 
Song project. While working on this series of 
photographs of the Clutha and Kawarau Riv-
ers, I became increasingly more sensitive to the 
unique qualities of the New Zealand landscape. 
The raw sense of ‘Chaos’ watching a timeless 
flood of water ripping and clawing at the hard 
bed rock and banks binding the water to a 
course with a finite destiny. 

Looking through the bridge window of the Acheron as 
the expedition heads south into a growing swell on the 
first voyage

Captain William fixes position of  the Acheron with a 
sextant

The single mega herb plant of Anisotome growing on a 
cliff edge where introduced animals could not reach it on 
Enderby Island

Looking through the spray lashed  bridge window of the 
Acheron as the expedition heads south into a growing 
swell on the first voyage



Researching the history of the Auckland Island 
revealed varying accounts of human interven-
tion. Whether intent on establishing a settle-
ment at the Islands or exploiting natural re-
sources, the climate and  isolation challenged 
all who ventured there in a manner they could 
not overcome, it rebuffed the invasions of hu-
mans eventually reclaiming the land as an un-
inhabited natural wildlife sanctuary. Infamous 
were the islands for the numerous shipwrecks 
which produced struggles of human survival 
beyond comprehension, often with fatal conse-
quence. “Died from Starvation”, reads a grue-
some epitaph on a headstone in the cemetery 
at Enderby Island as a reminder of a struggle 
lost by a marooned destitute. Scant reminders 
of futile attempts at farming, agriculture and 
settlement, shipwreck survival and scientific 
expeditions have been left to the ‘Chaos’ or 
‘Order’ of the islands; left to fall back to nature.

So it was by the end of 1984 that I conceived the 
fusion of the two ideas; the Auckland Islands 
as a destination of ‘Chaos and Order’, and the 
surrealist idea of an arts expedition of discovery, 
that related to New Zealand’s culture.

I floated the idea with colleagues at the art 
school like David McLeod, Shaun Burdon, and 
from here planning for this project began in 
1985 when a loose group of artists interested 
in the project began inquiring as to the realis-
tic possibilities of the project eventuating. We 
made plans and researched the government 
departments overseeing the Islands.  It seemed 
like an ambitious risk, but a letter outlining the 
exciting concept and initial inquiry was posted 
to the New Zealand Lands & Survey Depart-
ment, who had jurisdiction over the area.

The response from the official government de-
partment was mild to say the least. Where we 
had envisioned a project that offered an excit-
ing  fusing of the artists creative contribution as 
a new way of “seeing” this special wild environ-
ment, and the expertise and logistic support 

of the New Zealand Lands & Survey Depart-
ment, the Department saw their role as one of 
administration only and offered little support. 
Our idea of using the New Zealand Navy for 
transport for instance was far too extravagant; 
any application would have to be put through 
the Lands & Survey Department for detailed 
consideration and they could find “No Way” 
to back the proposition of using the Navy be-
cause the limited positions on the Frigate were 
too valuable in terms of transportation of seri-
ous scientists to the islands for “real” research.

It seemed no room at all could be made for 
the frivolous dreams of artists. Like anyone, 
‘we were welcome to apply for permits to the 
islands, but the Department could offer no 
assistance’. We would have to fully fund the 
expedition ourselves, transport and other lo-
gistics, while also paying for a representative 
of the Department to accompany us at great 
expense to make sure we would not put at 
risk the uniqueness of the environment. The 
cost of this would be prohibitive and effectively 
mean the project would remain like the surreal-
ist  project, only a dream.  

Some response to an innovative and sharing 
idea!

Apart from an enthusiastic response from the 
then director of the New Zealand Arts Council, 
John McCormak whom I detailed the project 
to in Dunedin there seemed little reason to 
proceed. John wanted the project to proceed 
with up most haste, but the project lay dor-
mant for a number of years. Every good idea 
has its time, and eventually, the wheels of gov-
ernment began to change with the inevitable 
re-structure of Government Departments, and 
with this a seismic shift, the jurisdiction of the 
islands passed over to the newly formed De-
partment of Conservation (DOC). It seemed 
that now was time to reignite the potential of 
the project, and after an initial settling down 
period, an approach was made again to DOC 
in Invercargill who now had jurisdiction over 
the Subantarctic islands.

Russell Beck, Director of the Southland Mu-
seum and Art Gallery had also become inter-
ested in the potential of the project and as part 
of his own innovative plans for the gallery, had 
the vision to see the project as part of a larger 
ambition to establish a Subantarctic Centre in 
the redevelopment of the Southland Art Gal-
lery and Museum that was underway. This in-
volved constructing a 6 storey pyramid over 
the entire old building. Russell was amazing 
and became a huge force to see the project 
through, and like so many of the projects he 
envisioned, he never doubted that we could 
realize it. 

The project was also steadfastly  backed by Jim 
Tomlin head of the School of Art Otago Poly-
technic where I worked teaching photography, 
who saw the project as a way of associating 
the reenergizing  art school with an innovative 
project that would place it on a national map.

Advantage of a re-structure

Birth of the Project

A DOC worker looks on as Laurence Aberhart adjusts his 
large format camera while photographing the Victoria 
Tree Erebus Cove, on the main Auckland Island

Royal Albatross nesting  near the top of Enderby Island

The DOC hut where the expedition stayed on the Main 
Auckland Islands.

The anchorage of Port Pegasus, Stewart Island where 
the Acheron sheltered
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Together, Lou Sanson Russell Beck and myself 
(with the help of two of the original group of 
interested artists, Shaun Burdon and David 
McLeod) began planning the project in earnest. 
Both Russell and Lou were sensational and very 
enthusiastic about the idea. Lou was Conser-
vator for Southland Conservancy in charge of 
Fiordland National Park, Stewart Island and the 
Subantarctic World Heritage Area and later in 
2013 became Director General of DOC.  Lou 
could see the potential of the project in terms 
of the Departments policy of promoting an 
awareness of the Subantartic  Islands through-
out New Zealand. He was sympathetic to our 
argument that artist are researchers , they just 
research in a different manner, on a visual level 
and communicate in a different way than sci-
entists to a different audience. The potential 
of artists creating work based on the direct 
experience of these island fitted with DOCs 
new mission statement of communicating the 
uniqueness of the Islands to the wider public 
and artists were a vehicle to achieve that.  He 
understood artists could do this in a way that 
scientists simply could not. 

As a member of the Art Gallery Directors Coun-
cil, Russell Beck proposed the idea of a touring 
exhibition at the conclusion of the expedition in 
Southland. Russell and Lou had far more skills 
in proposal writing and presentation than any 
of the artists involved, and also a greater range 
of contacts and from this point took greater 
control of the project planning.  As an artist as-
piring to go on the exhibition I took a step back.

Russell  and Lou wisely decided to bring for-
ward the planed date for the project to become 
part of New Zealand’s  1990, celebration of  its 
sesquicentennial: 150 years since the signing of 
The Treaty of Waitangi.

As well as the artists, DOC was planning an 
extensive season of activity at the islands which 
included hut building and other such projects, 
preservation of historical sites (like the Cem-
etery at Enderby and the Victoria Tree), wild 
life management, (shooting of the goats in-

troduced onto the Main Auckland Island), and 
further scientific study (sea lions, botany plot 
surveys). The artists would be included as part 
of this much larger expedition and the inter-
disciplinary mix offered an exciting potential.

However, further problems arose when it was 
suggested that women artists would be part 
of the team and consequently be allowed to 
sail aboard the precious naval frigate. The navy 
refused, stating that “woman NEVER sail on our 
boats”, and we would have to find alternative 
transportation. Planning stalled for some time. 
About this time I had a visit from another well 
acknowledged artist who had spoken to John 
McCormak and was keen to join the expedition. 
From my discussion,  he realized that to gain 
permission from the navy for women to be part 
of the expedition would be tricky, if not impos-
sible, he sensed we were bogged down in red 
tape. So he set about presenting a personal 
proposal to the Arts Council for himself to sail 
to the  islands and experience the environment 
and create some work. 

We needed something special to cut through 
the Navy red tape and enlisted the help of  Mi-
chael Cullen a cabinet minister at the time, and 
later deputy Prime Minister of New Zealand as 
patron. Combined discussions between DOC, 
Michael and the Navy eventually opened the 
pathway to a resolution that allowed the radio 
room to be used as sleeping accommoda-
tion for the women, but this meant only one 
women could be transported on each trip. I 
remember in a letter that Michael sent to the 
navy that he “trusted the artist would enjoy the 
delights of naval food”.  However it was ground 
breaking and the very first time women had 
sailed on board a New Zealand Naval vessel. 

Once this was confirmed, I rang John McCor-
mak at the Arts Council to set in place an ap-
plication for funding. His response was that the 
project had already been completed by the 
other artist who had applied for a grant to 
travel to the islands by himself. 

I reminded John that we had letters of sup-
port from him for the project dating back a to 
September 1985 and that Michael Cullen was 
patron of the project and would be more than 
interested to learn that he had broken our con-
fidence by supporting the other artist. There 
was deafening silence for about 30 seconds, to 
which he replied in a quivering voice “ Ok you 
will get your funding but I will never support 
you in any other project”. Although we did met 
at several other functions and gallery openings, 
he never ever spoke to me again. We “gener-
ously” gained the same amount of money for 
the 11 artists travel costs on the expedition as 
the other artist gained for himself, but despite 
this,  it was enough to see all the selected art-
ists take part in the project. Such is the life of 
politics in art.

Finally, in 1989 plans for the project were firmed 
up and eventually all the delays came to an 
end and the planning came to fruition.  An 
expression of interest was finally called from 
artists interested in becoming part of the ex-
pedition. A special selection panel was estab-
lished to select the artists from the more than 
80 applications, from which a short list was 
drawn up, before the final group of 11 artists 
were chosen. The selection included a range 
of mediums, both men and women, artists that 
had experience with the natural environment 
and those with a more urban base, while taking 
into account cultural differences.
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A selection of rubbish washed up on the shore line of 
Ocean Island. This inspired the use of the photogram 
technique in the Codes of Survival images.

Bulbinella rossii,  growing on a cliff top, Enderby Is-
land

Some of the  decaying tins of food found in the Coast 
Watchers Hut, Ranui Cove -  these were buried in a 
deep hole by the Doc Staff
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An exhibition of work based on the artists direct 
experience in the islands would be curated and 
opened to coincide with the opening of the 
new pyramid extension at the Southland Mu-
seum and Art Gallery as a 1990s project, with a 
touring exhibition of many New Zealand galler-
ies to follow this. (In fact it was the most toured 
show the Art Gallery Directors council had ever 
supported to this date) 

However, due to the Governor General, Sir Paul 
Reeves and party being offered berths on the 
naval Frigate, problems with Naval transport 
arose at the 11th, hour, which meant that fewer 
artist could be transported. Suddenly  organiz-
ers had to find $27,000 in four weeks for the 
project to continue as had been planned. 

The fix was to hire a charter boat, the mv Ache-
ron, which was significantly smaller than the 
frigate  with a length  of  23.16m, beam: 5.49m, 
draft: 1.90m and limited by favorable weather 
conditions, it offered a more adventurous form 
of travel. In fact on one previous excursion to 
the southern ocean part of the deck house had 
been damaged by a huge wave and the vessel 
had to limp back to New Zealand in the lee of a 
larger fishing ship. By bringing a film crew from 
TV NZ, who would film the voyage,  onboard 
the funding was secured and the project was 
still alive; TV NZ would fund the short fall. 

Transporting everyone in a single expedition 
was impossible and eventually, the project 
planned to take 11 artists on several trips at the 
end of 1989 over a 6 week period to the sub-
antarctic islands, some to the Auckland Island, 
others to Campbell Island.  

The selected artists included ceramicist Ches-
ter Nealie, painter Bill Hammond, photogra-
pher Laurence Aberhart, photographer Helen 
Mitchell, photographer Lloyd Godman, painter 
Shaun Burdon, painter Geerda Leenards, paint-
er Linda James, sound artist Rudy Adrian and 
others.

The group I was connected to saw Ches-
ter Nealie, Helen Mitchell and Shaun Burdon 
transported down on the Leander class Frig-
ate HMNZS Southland, then a second group 
Bill Hammond, Laurence Aberhart, Geerda 
Leenards  and myself transported down on the 
Acheron a few weeks later. The first group were 
then transported back to New Zealand on the 
Acheron while the second group were picked 
up later by the Frigate. Each group spent about 
4 weeks away including the transportation time.

The group I was in saw us assemble at Bluff, to 
embark onto the Acheron. I met up with Lau-
rence, Bill and Geerda where we excitedly dis-
cussed the expedition. They were all scathing 
of the other artist who had” jumped the gun” 
and organized his own expedition. Aboard was 
Russell Beck and Ken Sceeden from the Mari-
time Museum in Wellington, and a TV NZ crew 
were also part of the sailing party. As the thud 
and whine of the large diesel engine  filled the 
air we moved our gear on board and found 
a bunk. It was now getting exciting, this was 
actually happening.

As we headed out of Bluff harbor, the weather 
was changeable with a wisped grey sky and  a 
building swell. The glowing sky above Stew-
art Island revealed a shoreline of, craggy rock 
outcrops, inlets and bays, which passed by 
one after another. Arms of thick bush reached 
down the folds in the hills to the water line 
with little sign of humanity. The further south 
we sailed, the more the swell built and waves 
began to brake the bow sending sheets of wa-
ter and spray across the bridge wind screen. 
Cautiously we kept sailing onward, then when 
we rounded Break Sea Island at Port Adven-
turer to face the full brunt of the great ocean, 
it was obvious the small frame of the Acheron 
was struggling with the rolling ocean. If  we 
continued and were caught between Stewart  
Island and the Auckland Island there were few 
options. Brought in especially for this charter, 
master mariner, captain Williams changed the 
plan and decided to continue sailing but to put 
in at the southern tip of Stewart Island where 
we would  shelter at Port Pegasus until the 
storm passed. He anticipated we would have 
a window of calmer waters to sail the two days 
to the Auckland Islands later in the week, so we 
could shelter here for a few days. The thump 
of each wave got louder, the creaks of wood 
more intense, the locker catches rattled, while 
we were thrown from side to side.

Eventually we sailed through the passage by 
Noble Island and into the welcome shelter of 
the South Arm in Port Pegasus where the wild 
weather moderated. Even so, the water was 
peppered with strong gusts of wind that beat 
beautiful textures on the surface that scurried 
across the bay though patches of light and 
shadow; but the large threatening swell was 
gone.
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 The first voyage

Pillar Rock, Main Auckland Island

Bill Hammond among the Rata forest at night  Main 
Auckland Island

Sea cave, Enderby Island

DOC and Navy staff pick up the expeditions gear  
from Deas’ Head for the return voyage
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There we anchored up at the very sheltered 
Sylvan Cove beside a sturdy fishing boat with 
the same idea, while the wild winds whistled 
over the hills and more importantly our heads. 
Ken Sceeden  kept us amused with tales of the 
many ship wrecks and harrowing stories of sur-
vival form the Islands. The next few days were 
spent exploring the sheltered bays of the Port, 
climbing rugged hills to the spectacular gran-
ite outcrops of Smith’s Look Out that sat high 
above us in the sheltered anchorage far below. 
Then a climb of Bald Cone to the north east 
with the spectacular peaks of Gog and Magog 
ominously reaching for the wild sky. These are 
peaks of raw granite where no vegetation has 
been able to take hold. On the lower slopes 
stunted rata trees and other bushes cling to the 
rock growing at an incredibly slow rate away 
from the harrowing wind, until the abrasive ef-
fect of the fine air-borne granite sand driven by 
the wind finally cuts through their fine trunk and 
they finally die. Life here on these wind-blown 
slopes is tenuous. Twisted lines of dead, bone 
white trunks litter the lower areas of the hard 
rock. Sustained survival on the tops is impos-
sible with weather sculptured rocks strewn like 
ruins in every direction.  

Some of the photographs I took here were used 
in a later series of photograph/photogram im-
age in the Adze to Coda project.

 We examined the ruins at Ship Builders Cove 
where we saw the efforts of men falling back 
to nature. This experience of the Port Pegasus 
area was an added bonus and a wonderful pre-
lude that set the scene for the Auckland Islands 
expedition which would follow. We walked 
through the small gut from Disappointment 
Cove to Broad Bay and watched the squalls 
descend on the ocean like a beating hammer, 
where the ocean surface suddenly changed 
texture  and even saw a willy wall (an old fash-
ioned term for a water spout) far on the south-
ern horizon.  

The fisherman on the boat beside our anchor-
age was an interesting man, very articulate and 
gentle spoke and not what one would expect 
from a Stewart Island fisherman. Because of his 
interests in classics he preferred to sail alone. 
He would play classical music as he worked 
and save money to tour the ruins of Greece 
and Rome, so he was sympathetic to the work 
we did as artists.  One night he turned us on 
to a magnificent sea food feast from his chiller. 
There was some fishing and lots of eating. Years 
later I learned that he had died at sea in a trag-
ic accident, apparently washed overboard his 
boat was found abandoned.

In fact over the days we spent waiting for the 
weather to improve, we ate so much it was de-
cided to sail back to Bluff, refuel the boat and 
restock the food before setting sail again. After 
a few days back at Bluff the weather was not 
looking good and the talk from DOC was that 
if it did not clear the trip would be cancelled. 
We were like wild animals in a cage. Bill and 
Laurence  headed for the Bluff pubs, I had the 
offer to go bush with one of the DOC people 
and spent a few day at the mysterious Lake 
Hauroko in southern Fiordland. 

However after a few more days the forecast 
had improved and we were once on the open 
ocean sailing south, past the same coast we 
had navigated a week before, past Port Pega-
sus and south to the Auckland Islands. The two 
day voyage was in much calmer conditions 
and the ocean quickly expanded into a vast 
expanse where only waves and seabirds caught 
our eye. At one point, I watched Captain Wil-
liams with the sexton calculate our position,  his 
navigation was spot on and within the next day 
Enderby Island materialized from the vastness. 
Instantly sea lions greeted us swimming with 
ease around the hull.

Once we arrived at the Island we met the other 
artists who were already down there and would 
return on the Acheron within hours. Chester 
Nealie, who was in the first party invited me 
back to the hut on Enderby Island for a cup of 
tea and toast. He unwrapped this mould green 
bread and proceeded to cut the green bits off 
all sides until in the core was something that 
resembled bread as I knew it, a square about 
2 inches. He then toasted this and smeared 
another 2 inches of jam on it. “You have to 
make the most of your bread and stretch it out 
as long as you can” he said, “there are no more 
supplies than what you land, it’s camp rations 
from here on”.
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 The second voyage

Leander class frigate HMNZS Southland anchored off the 
Island for the return voyage

Naval staff move the Derry Castle Punt  in a specially 
made cradle from the shed where it was stored on the 
Auckland Islands to the Frigate where it was transported 
to the Southland Museum and Art Gallery

Naval briefing on the deck of the frigate

Lloyd on the frigate talking to one of the naval personal
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I had an underwater camera housing with me 
and within the first few hours decided to swim 
out at Sandy Bay, Enderby Island and shoot 
some photographs. I asked the scientist work-
ing on the sea lion population if it was safe. 

“well you will be fine in the water, they will just 
swim around you” -  “but when you get out 
and walk up the beach the dominant male will 
either try to fight you or fuck you”. He looked  
at my slim stature in the tight black wetsuit and 
added” I don’t like you chances, mate”. 

At the time the arts expedition went to the 
Auckland Islands, Enderby Island had rabbits 
and wild cows, the main Auckland Island goats 
and pigs, Rose Island rabbits. These had been 
introduced to provide food for anyone who 
might become marooned and were now con-
sidered a hindrance in returning the island to 
their former flora.  I was fortunate to experi-
ence islands like Ocean island that had no in-
troduced animals, and here the flora was totally 
different than the islands where rabbits, cows 
etc had be introduced. Large areas of mega 
herbs, like Stilbocarpa Polaris, with  huge, round 
hairy leaves covered the ground. I found the 
spectacular Pleurophyllum flowering on Ewing 
Island. These did grown on Enderby, but only 
in the most inaccessible cliffs where no hungry 
mouth could find them. 

We spent most of the time at Enderby Island. 
The hut we stayed in was at Sandy Bay and I 
would set off alone early in the morning walking 
the shores of the island, the basalt cliffs, explor-
ing the caves, or walking through the scrub over 
the tops. The first thing I was struck by was 
the dead remains of  so many creatures. In this 
place there was a ‘code to survival’ and the 
inattentive paid an ultimate price. When I came 
across these remains I photographed them with 
a sense of the wider environment behind.

Then we moved to the hut near Dea’s Head and 
walked through the rata forest track to Terror 
Cove, Erebus Cove to Beacon Head. Other trips 
included walks to Matheson Bay, high up the 
Hooker Hills, Pillar Rock, Rose Island, Ocean 

Island, Ewing Island and Frenchs Island. We 
stayed a night in the Coast Watchers Hut at 
Ranui Cove. But the wild country to the south 
alluded us, it was simply too far with the small 
inflatable boat we had. We thought perhaps 
the Frigate might sail down this way on the 
route home, but they had plans to impress the 
Governor general with target practice. 

The very last thing we did before we left was 
work with the Navy to rig the Derry Castle Punt 
onto the navy’s  inflatable boat and motor it out 
to the Frigate where it was hoisted aboard and 
transported back to the Museum at Southland 
where it is still on display. 

Among the various experiences from the ex-
pedition to the Auckland Island, were two that 
proved to be seminal in developing the Codes 
of Survival work. 

Before we arrived at the islands, I had wrongly 
believed that the Islands were a pristine envi-
ronment, a last bastion of wilderness, and while 
there is some truth in this (Adams Island at the 
southern end of the group is the largest island 
in the world with no introduced species) they 
are islands and the very isolaion that protects 
their wilderness status undermines them in an-
other way. 

Along the rugged coastline we found rubbish 
washed up on the shore, detritus  dating back 
to a time when the island where first discovered 
but also  reaching to the present. So while the 
Southland Museum and Art Gallery asked if we 
could retrieve any useful artifacts from the past 
(but only if they were venerable to damage , the 
Department of Conservation asked if we could 
collect rubbish to either burn or bring back to 
New Zealand. When we asked for a distinction 
between artifact and rubbish the explanation 
was not clear, no distinct date or significance of 
the objects encountered could be given. With 
time rubbish becomes an artifact.

We brought the inorganic plastic rubbish 
aboard the Naval Frigate for our return jour-
ney aboard the RNZN  Southland, but during 
the first night at sea, this was dumped into the 
ocean along with other rubbish from the Frig-
ate. This practice of dumping rubbish at sea is 
common among most vessels, but only sets 
up a situation where the material eventually 
washes back up on a coast line somewhere.

On a still blue ocean the navy prepared for 
“target practice” to impress the Governor-
General ‘s party and then proceeded sailing 
around an object dumped in the water firing 
deck guns with random accuracy. Later small 
arms were directed at the target by the navy, 
after which the Governor-General ‘s party were 

offered a shoot and during this an albatross 
was accidently shot. As the Governor-General 
was patron of DOC this was an embarrassing 
moment. Eventually the goat shooters were 
offered a shoot and proved to be the most ac-
curate shots. 

Back in New Zealand, some sort of normal life 
returned,  I struggled with how to interpret 
the experience of the expedition through the 
photographs I had taken and the event of the 
rubbish being re-dumped back into the ocean 
kept returning to me. The stories of struggles 
and survival Ken had told us and my own read-
ing of these suggested the way forward was to 
somehow combine the photographs with an-
other medium that would express this. I came 
to a conclusion of the photograph as a sort 
of visual Island in the centre surrounded by a 

“sea’ of rubbish, but this needed to be some-
how more abstract. The  photogram technique 
surfaced and I looked at ways to combine the 
two. Initial experiments suggested that there 
needed to be a visual separation between the 
photograph and the photogram. 
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On the return voyage, the navy engaged in a shooting 
drill - small arms fire from the deck of the frigate

Sir Paul Reeves,  Governor-General  of N.Z. at the 
time and party were also offered a shoot. Sir Paul is 
second from the right
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Codes of Survival

combination photogam/photographs from  the Subantarctic Islands of New Zealand
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Survival Code I  triptych
left: Dead Cod Fish, Ewing Island 
centre: Ewing Island with Main  Auckland Island in the distance
right: Remains of Prion NE Cape Enderby Island 

Original selenium toned  gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Survival Code I  triptych
left: Dead Cod Fish, Ewing Island 
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Detail: Survival Code I  triptych
centre: Ewing Island with Main  Auckland Island in the distance

Detail: Survival Code I  triptych
right: Remains of Prion NE Cape Enderby Island 
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Survival Code II  triptych
left: Stilbocarpa Polaris, Ocean Island
centre: Dead Allbatross in Cassinia Scrub, Enderby Island
right: Enderby Island, Looking South West

Original selenium toned gelatin silver prints 
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Survival Code II  triptych
left: Stilbocarpa Polaris, Ocean Island
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Detail: Survival Code II  triptych
centre: Dead Allbatross in Cassinia Scrub, Enderby Island

Detail: Survival Code II  triptych
right: Enderby Island, Looking South West
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Survival Code III  triptych 
left: Spit ball and Rumex neglectus (native dock), Rose Island
centre: Rata Forest,  Main Auckland Island
right: Cliff top, N.E. Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Survival Code III  triptych 
left: Spit ball and Rumex neglectus (native dock), Rose Island
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Detail: Survival Code III  triptych 
centre: Rata Forest,  Main Auckland Island

Detail: Survival Code III  triptych 
right: Cliff top, N.E. Enderby Island
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Survival Code IV  triptych
left: Cemetery, Erebus Cove, Main Auckland Islands
centre: East Coast, Ewing Island  
right: Cemetery, Erebus Cove, Main Auckland Islands 

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Survival Code IV  triptych
left: Cemetery, Erebus Cove, Main Auckland Islands
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Detail: Survival Code IV  triptych
centre: East Coast, Ewing Island  

Detail: Survival Code IV  triptych
right: Cemetery, Erebus Cove, Main Auckland Islands 
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Survival Code V  triptych
left: Stibocarpa Polaris, Ocean Island
centre: Whale Bone Sandy Bay, Enderby Island
right: Carex tifida, Ocean  Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Survival Code V  triptych
left: Stibocarpa Polaris, Ocean Island
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Detail: Survival Code V  triptych
centre: Whale Bone Sandy Bay, Enderby Island

Detail: Survival Code V  triptych
right: Carex tifida, Ocean  Island
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Survival Code VI  triptych 
left: Poa litorosa, Mathesons Bay, Main Auckland Island
centre: Dead Allbatross in Cassinia Scrub, Enderby Island
right: Chionochloa antarctic,  Hooker Hills,  Main Aucklands Island 

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Survival Code VI  triptych 
left: Poa litorosa, Mathesons Bay, Main Auckland Island
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Detail: Survival Code VI  triptych 
centre: Dead Allbatross in Cassinia Scrub, Enderby Island

Detail: Survival Code VI  triptych 
right: Chionochloa antarctic,  Hooker Hills,  Main Aucklands Island 
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Survival Code VII  triptych 
left: Shell grave yard, Rose Island (Enderby Island in Background)
centre: From Ewing Island to Yule Island then Green  Island and Bird in sky
right: Remains of Southern King Crab, Ranui Cove, Main Auckland Island  (Ewing Island on Horizon with Yule Island on right)

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints 
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Survival Code VII  triptych 
left: Shell grave yard, Rose Island (Enderby Island in Background)
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Detail: Survival Code VII  triptych 
centre: From Ewing Island to Yule Island then Green  Island and Bird in sky

Detail: Survival Code VII  triptych 
right: Remains of Southern King Crab, Ranui Cove, Main Auckland Island  (Ewing Island on Horizon with Yule Island on right)
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Survival Code VIII  triptych
left: Rata Forest Floor, Terror Cove, Main Auckland Islands 
centre: Rata Canopy, Enderby Island
right: Penguin Egg,  Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Survival Code VIII  triptych
left: Rata Forest Floor, Terror Cove, Main Auckland Islands 
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Detail: Survival Code VIII  triptych
centre: Rata Canopy, Enderby Island

Detail: Survival Code VIII  triptych
right: Penguin Egg,  Enderby Island
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Survival Code IX  triptych 
left: Dead Bird in Teal Lake,  Enderby Island
centre: Remains of Small Prion, Johnson Point, Main Auckland Island
right: Prion Wing in Bulbinella rossii,  Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Survival Code IX  triptych 
left: Dead Bird in Teal Lake,  Enderby Island
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Detail: Survival Code IX  triptych 
centre: Remains of Small Prion, Johnson Point, Main Auckland Island

Detail: Survival Code IX  triptych 
right: Prion Wing in Bulbinella rossii,  Enderby Island
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Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion II triptych 
left: Rata Trees Erebus Cove, Main Auckland Island
centre: Rata Tree Matheson Bay, Main Auckland Island
right: Rata Forest, Deas Head,  Main Auckland Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints 
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion II triptych 
left: Rata Trees Erebus Cove, Main Auckland Island
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Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion II triptych 
centre: Rata Tree Matheson Bay, Main Auckland Island

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion II triptych 
right: Rata Forest, Deas Head,  Main Auckland Island
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Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion IV triptych
left: Regenerating Forest, Lindley Point, Main Auckland Island
centre: Regenerating Forest Lindley Point, Main Auckland Island
right: Regenerating Forest Lindley Point, , Main Auckland Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion IV triptych
left: Regenerating Forest, Lindley Point, Main Auckland Island
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Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion IV triptych
centre: Regenerating Forest Lindley Point, Main Auckland Island

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion IV triptych
right: Regenerating Forest Lindley Point, , Main Auckland Island
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Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion V triptych 
left: Rata Trees Erebus Cove, Main Auckland Island
centre: Rata Tree Matheson Bay  Main Auckland Island
right: Rata Forest, Deas Head,  Main Auckland Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints 
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion V triptych 
left: Rata Trees Erebus Cove, Main Auckland Island
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Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion V triptych 
centre: Rata Tree Matheson Bay  Main Auckland Island

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion V triptych 
right: Rata Forest, Deas Head,  Main Auckland Island
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Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion XII triptych 
left: Dracophyllum Trees, Dea’s Head in the Distrance, Main Auckland Island
centre: Rata Tree, Main Auckland Island
right: Rata Forest,  Main Auckland Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion XII triptych 
left: Dracophyllum Trees, Dea’s Head in the Distrance, Main Auckland Island
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Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion XII triptych 
centre: Rata Tree, Main Auckland Island

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion XII triptych 
right: Rata Forest,  Main Auckland Island
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Survival Code X  triptych
top: Dead Cow, NE Cape, Enderby Island
centre: Forest Canopy, Main Auckland Island
bottom: Dead Sealion Remains, NE Cape, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints 
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Survival Code X  triptych
top: Dead Cow, NE Cape, Enderby Island
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Detail: Survival Code X  triptych
centre: Forest Canopy, Main Auckland Island

Detail: Survival Code X  triptych
bottom: Dead Sealion Remains, NE Cape, Enderby Island
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Survival Code XI  triptych - 
top: Dead Rata Stump, NE Cape, Enderby Island
centre: Tarn, North Coast of  Enderby Island
bottom: Burial Place, Derry Castle Reef, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Survival Code XI  triptych - 
top: Dead Rata Stump, NE Cape, Enderby Island
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Detail: Survival Code XI  triptych - 
centre: Tarn, North Coast of  Enderby Island

Detail: Survival Code XI  triptych - 
bottom: Burial Place, Derry Castle Reef, Enderby Island
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Survival Code XII  triptych
top: Dead Rata Stump, NE Cape, Enderby Island
centre: Cliff Top North Coast of  Enderby Island, Aucklands Islands
bottom: Dead Seal, North East Cape, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Survival Code XII  triptych
top: Dead Rata Stump, NE Cape, Enderby Island
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Detail: Survival Code XII  triptych
centre: Cliff Top North Coast of  Enderby Island, Aucklands Islands

Detail: Survival Code XII  triptych
bottom: Dead Seal, North East Cape, Enderby Island
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Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion I triptych
top: Rata Forest, Nocturne, Main Auckland Island
centre: Rata Forest, Nocturne, Main Auckland Island
bottom: Rata Forest, Nocturne, Main Auckland Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints 
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion I triptych
top: Rata Forest, Nocturne, Main Auckland Island
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Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion I triptych
centre: Rata Forest, Nocturne, Main Auckland Island

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion I triptych
bottom: Rata Forest, Nocturne, Main Auckland Island
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Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion III triptych 
top: Hebe Matheson Bay,  Main Auckland Island
centre: Rata Tree Matheson Bay  Main Auckland Island
bottom: Dead Rata Trees, Enderby Island 

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints 
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion III triptych 
top: Hebe Matheson Bay,  Main Auckland Island
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Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion III triptych 
centre: Rata Tree Matheson Bay  Main Auckland Island

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion III triptych 
bottom: Dead Rata Trees, Enderby Island 
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Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion VI triptych
top: Rata Forest, Erebus Cove, Main Auckland Island
centre: Forest, Enderby Island, Auckland Islands
bottom: Forest, Enderby Island 

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion VI triptych
top: Rata Forest, Erebus Cove, Main Auckland Island
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Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion VI triptych
centre: Forest, Enderby Island, Auckland Islands

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion VI triptych
bottom: Forest, Enderby Island 
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Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion VII triptych 
top: Rata Trunk , Erebus Cove Main Auckland Island
centre: Tree Ranui Cove Main Auckland Island
bottom: Tree Ranui Cove Main Auckland Island 

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion VII triptych 
top: Rata Trunk , Erebus Cove Main Auckland Island
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Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion VII triptych 
centre: Tree Ranui Cove Main Auckland Island

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion VII triptych 
bottom: Tree Ranui Cove Main Auckland Island 
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Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion VIII triptych 
top: Regenerating Forest Enderby Island
centre: Regenerating Forest Enderby Island
bottom: Regenerating Forest Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion VIII triptych 
top: Regenerating Forest Enderby Island
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Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion VIII triptych 
centre: Regenerating Forest Enderby Island

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion VIII triptych 
bottom: Regenerating Forest Enderby Island
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Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion IX triptych
top: Rata Forest, Enderby Island
centre: Flag Pole with a Triangle Beacon Mounted on it in Oleria Forest  Inscription Carved by 
H.M.S.Blanche 1870
bottom: Rata Forest, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints 
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion IX triptych
top: Rata Forest, Enderby Island
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Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion IX triptych
centre: Flag Pole with a Triangle Beacon Mounted on it in Oleria Forest  Inscription Carved by H.M.S.Blanche 1870

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion IX triptych
bottom: Rata Forest, Enderby Island
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Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion X triptych 
top: Rata Forest, Terror Cove, Main Auckland Island
centre: Regenerating Rata Forest,  Enderby Island
bottom: Rata Forest, Erebus Cove, Main Auckland Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints 
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion X triptych 
top: Rata Forest, Terror Cove, Main Auckland Island
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Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion X triptych 
centre: Regenerating Rata Forest,  Enderby Island

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion X triptych 
bottom: Rata Forest, Erebus Cove, Main Auckland Island
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Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion XI triptych 
top: Olearia lyalli Trees, Ewing Island
centre: Olearia lyalli Trees, Ewing Island
bottom: Olearia lyalli Trees, Ewing Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver prints 
Three 8” x 10” (20.3 X 25.4 cm) - overall image size 10” x 24”  (60.9 X 25.4 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1990
published image - digital scan and remaster from original prints

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion XI triptych 
top: Olearia lyalli Trees, Ewing Island
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Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion XI triptych 
centre: Olearia lyalli Trees, Ewing Island

Detail: Tree of Knowledge, Forest of Confusion XI triptych 
bottom: Olearia lyalli Trees, Ewing Island
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Insignia II 
Back of Dead Crab, East Coast, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print  - 12”X16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991

Insignia III 
Dead Prion Wing  North East Coast  Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991
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Insignia IV 
Rata Tree Root in Eroded Peat Bank, North Coast, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991

Insignia V 
Small Bones,  North East Coast, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991
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Insignia VI 
Buried Mussel Shells, North End of Sandy Beach, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print  - 12”X16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991

Insignia VII 
Trail of Feathers from Bird Strike, North East Coast,  Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991
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Insignia VIII 
Queen Paua Shell on Cliff Top, North Coast, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991

Insignia IX 
Dead Sea Lion Remains, North East Coast, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991
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Insignia X 
Rabbit Skull and Bones, North East Coast, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X 16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991

Insignia XI 
Albatross Feather Caught in Cassina Scrub, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X 16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991
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Insignia XII 
Rabbit Carcass, North East Coast, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991

Insignia XIII 
Remains of Dead Rabbit, North East Coast, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X 16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991
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Insignia XIV 
Albatross Skull, French Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X 16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991

Insignia XV 
Crab Remains, Port Ross, Main Auckland Islands

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X 16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991
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Insignia XVI 
Spit Ball North, East Coast, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X 16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991

Insignia XVII 
Dead Cow in Sea Cave, South of Sandy Bay, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X 16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991
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Insignia I 
Dead Rata Tree, East Coast, Enderby Island

Original selenium toned, gelatin silver print - 12”X16” (30.5 X 40.6 cm)
Photographs taken 1989 Photograph/photogram created 1991

Codes of Survival

Gallery Installation Solutions Gallery Dunedin New Zealand August 1992
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Codes of Survival - Installation
Solutions Gallery Dunedin 
August 1992

The installation consisted of the photographic works on the wall, the 
manuscripts laid out around the perimeter of the gallery, two table like 
structures of shattered glass suspended on basalt rock with dead Rata 
branches growing from the floor through the glass with scattered ar-
tifacts used for the making of the photogram images, and an original 
sound track Te hokioi, composed by Peter Adams.
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Codes of Survival -Scripts
Codes of Survival -Scripts - a series of short factionalized stories based on historical events in 
the Subantarctic Islands written by Lloyd Godman to accompany the exhibition and installation 

1460  Off the edge of the world 
1796  A secret burial 
1806  Bristow 
1809  The broken links of a sealers chain 
1815  For the pleasure of 
1818  Gallows pole 
1826  Marooned 
1830  Mrs Morrell’s underwear 
1840  The English Antarctic expedition 
1845 The pang of birth 
1851  The throw of a frustrated woman 
1854  Mahue matau 
1857  Death of an immigrant 
1865  The forge 
1866  The General Grant 
1869  A beacon and the Victoria tree 
1874  In search for a star and the loss of a lens 
1877  The Nelson’s 
1887  Derry Castle 
1891  Broken pipes 
1907  Observations and collections
1912  A good pile of rubbish 

1916  Salvage 
1922  Dear Cellia 
1939  A saw cut 
1941  A search for the enemy 
1954  A tin of paint 
1958  A bloody good time 
1964  The trig 
1969  A woven net 
1973  Fairchild’s garden 
1975  A large lamp 
1978  The loss of a compass 
1983  Devils from the deep 
1984  Holly roller 
1986  The French nexus 
1989  The pencil of an artist 
1989  A stray bullet 
1991  Sea storm 
1992  A plastic bottle 
1996  Explosion 
2000 Branded 
????  Nuclear carrier grounded on island
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As I was creating the photo-based works, I became intrigued with the history of the Islands and read every piece of information that I could find. From this I 
wrote more than 40 factionalized short stories taking an element of truth and imagining a scenario where objects were either lost or placed in the Auckland 
Island’s environment. When printed on paper, the pages of each of these stories were individualized through the use of differing fonts, by painting or dying 
with substances like iodine, oil, wax, rust stains etc. that often related to the story. Some were left in a mud estuary for 24 hours with the tide washing over 
them. Others had the edges burnt, cut or torn. Objects embedded in the photograms surface in the stories and the scripts became a key part of the Codes 
of Survival work. The flowing series of scripts are scanned from the original sheets of paper.

1460  Off the edge of the world
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1796  A secret burial
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1806  Bristow
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1809  The broken links of a sealers chain
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1815  For the pleasure of
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1818  Gallows pole
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1826  Marooned
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1830  Mrs Morrell’s underwear
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1840  The English Antarctic expedition
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1845 The pang of birth
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1851  The throw of a frustrated woman
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1854  Mahue matau
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1857  Death of an immigrant 1865  The forge
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1866 The General Grant
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1869  A beacon and the Victoria tree
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1874  In search for a star and the loss of a lens
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1877  The Nelson’s
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1887  Derry Castle
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1891  Broken pipes
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1907 Observations and collections
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1912  A good pile of rubbish
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1916  Salvage
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1922  Dear Cellia
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1939  A saw cut
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1941  A search for the enemy
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1954  A tin of paint
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1958  A bloody good time 
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 1964  The Trig
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1969  A woven net
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1973  Fairchild’s garden
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1975  A large lamp
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1978  The loss of a compass
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1983  Devils from the deep
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1984  Holly roller
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1986  The French nexus
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1989  The pencil of an artist
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1989  A stray bullet
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1991  Sea storm
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1992  A plastic bottle
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1996  Explosion
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2000 Branded ???? Nuclear carrier grounded on Island
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The images created for the Codes of Survival project, and Adze to Coda, I use a combination 
of two photographic techniques, traditional photographic enlargements made from standard 
negatives and the photogram which are camera-less images where objects are laid directly on 
the photographic paper. To print a combination of both on one piece of photographic paper 
demands considerable skill, great patients and a little bit of  luck. Because of the combination 
and photogram aspect, each image is a unique print.

 1. There may be many ways of achieving this but following is an account of how I worked to 
create the images for Codes of Survival. The combination technique requires that the photo-
graph aspect is enlarged and correctly exposed from a traditional photographic negative onto 
the photo-sensitive paper first. These images required 4 precise cardboard templates, that 
dovetailed into each other.  

A base board that allowed all the templates to aligned

template A which was used to protect the area where the photogram was to be while the nega-
tive was exposed

template B which stayed in place for all exposures to create the white boarder
 
template C which was used to protect the area where the negative was exposed while the pho-
togram was exposed

In the normal manner I established the size the photographic image was to be, made a series 
of test strips and work prints. I noted this information, the height of the enlarger head, exposure 
time, f stop etc. for later.

2. I lined up the projected negative on the base board so it fell exactly where I wanted it in the 
centre for the size of the photo paper I had selected, and within the opening for template A 
with template B inserted. I carefully cut a cardboard template the exact size of the photo paper 
and cut a rectangular opening where the projected negative was to be exposed. When this was 
placed on top of the paper, it allowed me to line up any enlargement exactly within the opening 
and consequently the centre of the photo paper.  ( I kept the insert as you need this for this for 
the centre) for future prints and also to line up the insert to block any stray light falling onto the 
area of the paper where the photogram will be exposed.

Codes of Survival

Technique of Combination Photogram/Negative Printing
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3. I next worked out relevant exposures for the photograms. The negative was taken out of the 
carrier so there is light falling on the objects on top of the photo paper out side the area where it 
is  intend to expose the photograph. Also the head of the enlarger needed to be raise to give full 
coverage over the area of the sheet of paper. Establishing the exposure times and then discover-
ing the light does not cover the full area of the paper means a recalculate the exposure times.

Most often I would double expose the photograms moving the objects between exposures and 
also placing a different set of objects on the paper. This gives a complex visual over layering 
effect. But a single exposure for the photograms can also work.

Using double exposures, the exposure time can be varied which helps to build up a sense of 
tonal depth and layering. Say 6 seconds for the first, 4 seconds for the second. It helps reduce 
the risk of making a mistake by working with the same f stop as for the negative exposure.

4. 
Once the templates have been cut and the the relevant exposures calculated, the neg was placed 
in the carrier in the enlarger, and the image was aligned as planed and the exposure made on 
the paper for the same time as the test. This exposure was made with template A and B in place.

As the paper is not safe until it is fixed, the process was carried out in a safe light through all 
these stages.

5. Remove the negative and raise the head of the enlarger to where you had it to make the 
photogram tests. Use the large out side template to align the inside center piece of card over 
where the latent image is from the exposure of the negative. This will block any light from the 
photogram exposure getting onto this area. I found it is useful to use black card and also to 
use magnets to hold it in place. Once the inside card is in place lift away the outside template.

6. Next objects are laid randomly around the edge of the paper, an exposure based on the tests 
is made onto the paper.

If only this photogram exposure was made and the paper developed there would just be a 
boarder of photograms around the outside of the paper

7. After both exposures have been made the paper is developed in the normal manner.

There are many potentials for failure, the image may not be aligned, one of the exposures may 
be wrong, the card might have been moved etc. If the paper was exposed with the photogram 
first and then developed the image would look like this.

 8. For the Codes of Survival project I discovered that it was difficult to match the two card tem-
plates in a manner that produced a clean line between the photograph and the photogram. 
Also there was a visual confusion where the two images butted onto one another. So I decided 
to create a white boarder between the two.

If the paper was developed at this point there would be a standard 
photographic image in the centre of the paper surrounded by a 
large white boarder.

This exposure through the negative was made with template A and 
B in place
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A finished photograph/photogram print sits at the centre of a random sample of objects, artefacts and detritus used to create the photograms.
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The exhibition Art in the Subantarctic, curated by Russell Beck from the works created by the 11 artists opened at the equinox in Sept 1990. The exhibi-
tion opening was part of wider celebrations for the major extensions to the Southland Museum and Art Gallery as part of New Zealand’s sesquicenten-
nial: 150 years since the signing of The Treaty of Waitangi. Consequently Art in the Subantarctic toured 11 other gallery spaces throughout New Zealand, 
including Southland Museum and Art Gallery. Otago Museum. 

The project was a huge success and opened the way for future collaborative projects between DOC and artists that continues today. Selected works 
were purchased for the Southland Museum and Art Gallery collection. In some cases, for the artists, the experience proved to provide a catalyst in the 
development of their work, and this was no more so in the cases of acclaimed painter, Bill Hammond and Lloyd Godman. 

There were many people and organizations that made the project possible, The School of Art Otago Polytechnic, the Southland Museum and Art Gal-
lery, the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council, 1990 Commission, Department of Conservation, the Royal New Zealand Navy, Television New Zealand, Trust 
Bank Southland and the Art Gallery Directors Council.

Codes of Survival  - Solo Exhibitions 
1992
• Codes of Survival, Solutions Gallery, Dunedin, New Zealand

1993
• Codes of Survival, Bill Robertson Library, Dunedin, New Zealand

1995

• Codes of Survival, Southland Museum and Art Gallery, Invercargill, New Zealand

In 1984 Lloyd Godman conceived the idea of take an expedition of artists to 
the remote Auckland Island 465 kilometres south of New Zealand, experi-
ence the wild environment, create a series of works that would tour New 
Zealand as a series of exhibitions.  While these remote protected islands 
are most often the domain of scientists, Godman argued that artists are 
scientists, their research is on an aesthetic and conceptual level. Beset with 
many problems and political brick walls, the project took years to materialize 
but with perseverance in 1989, eleven artists visited the Islands in a ground-
breaking and highly successful project titled Arts to the Subantarctic. Works 
created by the projects 11 selected artists were curated into an exhibition 
that toured art galleries and museums throughout New Zealand for over 2 
years. 

Codes of Survival is Godman’s own contribution to the project, and the first 
series of work where he incorporated the photogram technique into his 
work. It was a watershed where he began moving to camera-less photog-
raphy and an interest in photosensitivity that lead to his living art works with 
plants.

Lloyd Godman at the Auckland Island 1989 -  photograph Nevile Peat
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